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Gold markets have drifted slightly lower as it continue
to bounce around the $1205 level. This is a market
that is highly influenced by the US dollar so of course
pay a lot of attention to that, using the EUR/USD pair
as a de facto gauge of US dollar strength. If that market
falls below the 1.15 level, it’s likely that gold markets
will fall as well as it will take less US dollars to buy an
ounce. Otherwise, if the EUR/USD pair turned around
and rally significantly, that should lift gold prices as
well. The $1200 level would be very interesting for
buying opportunities, but if it break down below that
could also find buyers at the $1195 level after that.
Short-term, it should continue to turn around and try
to buy and sell every five dollars, as it is obviously an
increment that a lot of investors are paying attention
to currently. Recently though, it has certainly seen a
lot of buying pressure overwhelm sellers.
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        Gold prices moved in a narrow range today after losses in the previous session,
with robust U.S economic data and hawkish comments from Federal Reserve
policymakers boosting the dollar.

 Spot gold was up 0.1 percent at $1,198.16 an ounce, after falling about 0.5
percent in the previous session. U.S gold futures were down 0.1 percent at
$1,202.1 an ounce.

 The dollar index against a basket of six major currencies was up 0.3 percent,
after climbing to a six-week peak of 96.116 overnight. With U.S equities hitting
record highs here, the stickiness in equity prices will continue and the dollar
strength will continue to materialize with what the U.S Federal Reserve is doing.

 U.S services sector activity raced to a 21-year high in September and companies
boosted hiring, signs of enduring strength in the economy at the end of the
third quarter. The upbeat reports today likely keep the Federal Reserve on
track to raise interest rates again in December.

 Fed policymakers continue to signal that gradual U.S interest rate hikes will
be enough to tame inflation despite a fast-growing economy, even as a jump
in longer-term borrowing costs suggests investors may be increasingly nervous
about that rosy scenario.

 Markets will continue to shun gold as it don't have any incentive really to park
money as it is seeing interest rates going up. A stronger greenback makes
dollar-denominated gold more expensive for holders of other currencies, while
rising interest rates increase the opportunity cost of holding non-yielding bullion.

 Gold prices have fallen for six months, shedding some 11 percent, largely due
to the dollar's strength. The greenback has benefited from a vibrant economy,
rising U.S interest rates and fears of a global trade war.

 Gold prices inched down today, after upbeat U.S
economic data and hawkish comments from
Federal Reserve policymakers

 The dollar is very strong and putting gold under
pressure

 Gold remains heavy due to strong U.S economic
data which supports the emerging hawkish Fed
narrative, underpinning the dollar sentiment

 A stronger greenback makes dollar-denominated
gold more expensive for holders

 Higher interest rates tend to boost the dollar and
putting pressure on gold prices
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 Brent crude rose nearly 2 percent after hitting a four-year high yesterday as the
market focused on upcoming U.S sanctions on Iran while shrugging off the year’s
largest weekly build in U.S crude stockpiles and reports of higher Saudi Arabian
and Russian production.

 Brent crude rose $1.49, or 1.8 percent, to settle at $86.29 a barrel, after hitting
$86.74, its highest since Oct. 30, 2014. U.S crude settled $1.18, or 1.6 percent,
higher at $76.41 a barrel, after touching a session high of $76.90.

 Earlier in the session, crude had been pushed lower as Saudi Energy Minister
Khalid al-Falih said the kingdom had raised output to 10.7 million barrels per day
in October and would pump more in November. The record high for Saudi output
is 10.72 million bpd in November 2016.

 Russia and Saudi Arabia struck a private deal in September to raise oil output to
cool rising prices and informed the United States before a meeting in Algiers with
other producers.

 Iran, however, accused Saudi Arabia and Russia of breaking OPEC’s agreement
on output cuts by producing more crude, adding that the two countries would not
be able to produce enough oil to make up for a reduction in Iranian exports.

 Net U.S crude imports rose last week by 1.1 million barrels per day as exports fell
913,000 bpd. Over the past four weeks, crude oil imports averaged about 7.8 million
bpd, 10.2 percent more than the same four-week period last year.

 Oil prices have been rising as the United States is set to re-establish sanctions
against Iran that have already reduced exports from OPEC’s No. 3 producer. Both
crude benchmarks have been trading near four-year highs. However, Midwest
refinery utilization rates dropped to 78.9 percent, to their lowest since Oct.
2015.

The WTI Crude Oil market initially when sideways
during most of the day today as it has seen for a couple
of days now, but broke down rather significantly,
reaching down towards the $74.25 level. It bounced
significantly from there to reenter the consolidation
area again, so it shows just how much resiliency there
is in this market. This is a clear signal that dips are to
be bought, and therefore it should look at pullbacks
as a potential value play. This will be especially true
if the US dollar loses a bit of strength as well. The
Iranian oil sanctions of course are starting to put
upward pressure on the market. Brent markets also
fell during the trading session, reaching towards the
$84 level, an area that makes sense for support. It
bounced from there as well to smash back into the
$85 level, and this shows it is most certainly looking
to continue to go higher.

 U.S crude oil stockpiles rose by their most in a
week since March 2017

 The strong gains came despite data from the U.S
government which revealed the largest weekly
rise of the year in U.S crude inventories

 Oil futures rallied yesterday as reported declines
in Iranian exports due to pending U.S oil sanctions

 Refining activity held steady nationwide last week
with crude runs inching up 77,000 bpd

 The crude oil inventories jumped by 8 million
barrels in the week to Sept. 28 four times of
expectations.
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 Silver prices are moderately lower in early-afternoon U.S trading yesterday. A veryupbeat U.S economic report that lifted the U.S stock indexes and a rally in the U.S
dollar index worked against the safe-haven metals.

 Silver futures tilted lower in American trade off August 15 highs as the dollar indexhit December 20 highs, following a spate of services and labor data from the US.Federal Reserve Governor Randal Quarles is due to speak about trends incommunity banks at the Community Banking in the 21st Century conferenceat the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis.
 Silver futures due in December shed 0.48% to $14.60 an ounce away from two-month highs, while the dollar index rose 0.37% to 96.11, marking August 20 highs.Now investors await US unemployment claims data for the week endingSeptember 29, expected to steady at 214 thousand with no change, whilecontinuing claims are expected to have risen 4 thousand to 1.665 million.
 Silver has had a tough year so far, with spot silver prices on Kitco.com touching ayearly low of $13.95 in September. During the last five years, spot silver lost 32.54%,

decreasing 10.73% in the last six months alone. Spot silver was last trading at $14.65,down 0.14% on the day.
 Earlier US data showed private sector employment rose 230 thousand in September,adding to the 168 thousand in August, and beating estimates of 185 thousand. USISM services PMI rose to 61.6 in September from 58.5, beating estimates of 58.0.The non-farm payrolls number is expected to come in up 180,000.
 Services PMIs are crucial as two thirds of American GDP are dependent on theservices sector, with the readings covering many aspects of the economy such asretail, housing, utilities, healthcare, and finance.  U.S. ADP national employmentreport for September showed a gain of 230,000. Forecasters were expected a riseof 185,000 jobs.

Silver markets have gone sideways, testing the $14.70
level for support, and finding it. The $14.85 level has
offered resistance, and it has just gone back and forth.
The market has been explosive lately, so it’s not overly
surprising that it may need to take a bit of a breather.
The $15 level above will continue to cause a major
resistance barrier, so be aware of that if it do rally.
Otherwise, it could pullback but the $14.50 level should
offer plenty of support as well. The easiest way to play
the silver market is to simply watch the US dollar. The
EUR/USD pair is the easiest way to keep track of the
US dollar, as it is so highly represented in the US
Dollar Index. If the EUR/USD pair rallies, that typically
help silver as it brings down the value of the US dollar
by default. Otherwise, if the pair falls and breaks
through a major barrier such at the 1.15 level, then
silver will collapse and it will drop rather drastically.

 Silver was up 0.2 percent at $14.67 per ounce,
hovering close to the previous session's high of
$14.91, its highest in more than a month

 Gold prices down-ticked following the report, while
U.S stock indexes up-ticked

 Silver futures fell in Asian trade off August 15
highs

 The dollar index climbed to August 20 highs,
ahead of US labor data today

 December Comex silver was last up $0.002 at
$14.695 an ounce
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AUD Trade Balance (AUG)
EUR Markit Germany Construction PMI (SEP)
USD Initial Jobless Claims (SEP 29)
USD Continuing Claims (SEP 22)
MXN Consumer Confidence Index (SEP)
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